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wondering why the cakephp, ruby on rails, and django cms customers are embracing couchbase? at pulse 2014, dave rolsky shared their stories. their experiences can help you make the decision to move to couchbase. in addition to the cms customers, couchbase has business customers using couchbase in mobile, retail, e-commerce, and other
domains. the release of database-specific ui libraries allow database developers to build and deploy interactive applications. sqlite, couchbase, postgresql, and ibm db2 form the cornerstones of this low-level library. they provide a consistent, high-level api for the majority of ui development. in addition to the standard database api, you can tap into the
sdks' native endpoints and rest-api to access and manipulate data as easily as possible. with fort, you are no longer limited to a fixed schema. we take the need for object persistence, which has always been at the heart of industry, as its starting point. with our solution, there is a hierarchy which enables you to manage your data at any granularity. and

with this flexibility, you can choose the best solution for your specific task. online retailers often suffer from a lack of personalization of their web and mobile interfaces. in response, we developed compound ui, a flexible and intuitive interface layer that can be applied to any web or mobile site. as a key part of the compound ui family, industry inc
provides a modern way for retailers to adapt their entire user interface to better respond to their customers. users can instantly mix and match ui components to create a personalized, industry-facing interface that meshes together all of your stores' brands and products.
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cappelli has been an integral part of our organization for over 20 years. we just completed a redesign of our corporate identity, so we decided it was a great time to revisit our signature font. the cappelli lettering and typeface features a modern, rounded architectural form with clean shapes. it is clean, legible and versatile at an affordable price. unite is
a secure, scalable, web-based content management system that provides a platform for content management and collaboration on the web. it is completely written using java and xhtml and uses an object-relational database to store the data. the font is a little more hands-on than many other typefaces out there, so if you have a really specific need for
a specific feature, iâ€™d be glad to try to accommodate you, although iâ€™m afraid i canâ€™t promise this. this is a simple scalable font with a broad range of characters and styles, that was designed to be used for headings, footers, flyers, billboards, magazines, books and corporate presentations. i believe you will find it easy to use for your designs.

built-in support for amazon dynamodb, amazon kinesis, aws lambda, ksql, amazon aurora, mapr database, redshift, and new and future support for s3, amazon rds, firestore, and more. the free edition is very strong and includes advanced and paid tier support for per instance and bulk-import licenses in the high-performance tier, while the free unlimited
plan includes a 50gb database size. couchbase server with its enterprise-class reliability, scalability, and performance is your ideal solution for building multi-tiered applications. the free edition provides support for a 5gb database size. its continuous availability, in-memory, multi-rooted architecture, and granular add-on licensing set it apart from other

database vendors. 5ec8ef588b
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